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Abstract
This paper asks how the social sciences can engage with the idea of the Anthropocene in
productive ways. In response to this question we outline an interpretative research agenda that
allows critical engagement with the Anthropocene as a socially and culturally bounded object
with many possible meanings and political trajectories. In order to facilitate the kind of
political mobilization required to meet the complex environmental challenges of our times, we
argue that the social sciences should refrain from adjusting to standardized research agendas
and templates. A more urgent analytical challenge lies in exposing, challenging and extending
the ontological assumptions that inform how we make sense of and respond to a rapidly
changing environment. By cultivating environmental research that opens up multiple
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interpretations of the Anthropocene, the social sciences can help to extend the realm of the
possible for environmental politics.
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Who speaks for the future of Earth? How critical social science can extend
the conversation on the Anthropocene

1. Introduction
In recent years leading environmental scientists have told us that we live in an unprecedented
time called ‘the Anthropocene’. The Anthropocene concept was coined by the chemist and
Nobel Laureate Paul Crutzen and biologist Eugene Stoermer at the turn of the new
millennium to describe a new geological era fully dominated by human activity (Crutzen and
Stoermer 2000). Since then it has taken root in scientific and popular discourse and offered a
powerful narrative of human resource exploitation, planetary thresholds and environmental
urgency. Central to the Anthropocene proposition is the claim that we have left the benign era
of the Holocene – when human civilizations have developed and thrived – and entered a much
more unpredictable and dangerous time when humanity is undermining the planetary lifesupport systems upon which it depends (Rockström et al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2015). In the
Anthropocene, we are told, the Cartesian dualism between nature and society is broken down
resulting in a deep intertwining of the fates of nature and humankind (Zalasiewic et al., 2010,
p. 2231).
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In this paper we discuss how the social sciences can engage with this powerful environmental
narrative in productive ways. In a time when international science initiatives such as Future
Earth are ‘calling to arms’ and asking environmental scholars across all disciplines to
participate in an integrated analysis of the Anthropocene (Palsson et al., 2013), this is a
pressing question that has triggered a discussion on the role of social and cultural theory in the
study of global environmental change (O’Brien, 2013; Castree et al., 2014; Castree, 2014). In
a number of recent publications, scholars have questioned the marginal and instrumental roles
granted to the social sciences and humanities in environmental research and problem-solving.
Whereas the Anthropocene concept represents a tremendous opportunity to engage with
questions of meaning, value, responsibility and purpose in a time of rapid and escalating
change (Rose et al., 2012, p. 1), critics maintain that the institutions and networks out of
which the Anthropocene concept has emerged (notably the global change research programs
of the International Council for Science, ICSU) to date have failed to bring qualitative
questions of this kind to bear on their research activities. In the quest for solutions to urgent
collective action problems, the focus has primarily been on means rather than ends and
attention has hereby been diverted away from the social and cultural norms, practices and
power relations that drive environmental problems in the first place (O’Brien, 2013). As a
consequence, the global change research community has been charged of producing a postpolitical Anthropocene narrative dominated by the natural sciences and focused on
environmental rather than social change (Malm and Hornborg, 2014; Castree et al., 2014;
Swyngedouw, 2014).
In this paper we draw upon this critique to explore how the social sciences may help to extend
the conceptual terrain within which the Anthropocene scholarship currently operates. While
we note that the Anthropocene is a concept in the making, we argue that the mainstream story
projected by leading environmental scientists in high profile journal articles and conference
declarations so far has offered a restricted understanding of the entangled relations between
natural, social and cultural worlds. As such it has also foreclosed the conversation on the
range of social and environmental futures that are possible, and indeed desirable, in ‘the age
of man’. In order to push the conversation on the future of Earth in new directions, this paper
outlines a research agenda for the social sciences that invites critical engagement with the
Anthropocene as a socially and culturally bounded object with many possible meanings and
political trajectories. To that end we mobilize the critical and interpretative social sciences.
While analytically diverse and sometimes competing, the multiple theoretical traditions that
we sort under this label share an interest in thinking creatively and critically about the causes,
3
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rationalities, practices and politics of environmental research and policy-making. Rather than
accepting the world as we find it, work in this field prompt scholars to reflect upon the ideas,
norms and power relations that make up the world and to imagine it anew (for useful
examples, see Death, 2013; Bradley and Hedrén, 2014).
In the following we tap into these intellectual resources to critically examine three claims that
underpin the proposed advent of the Anthropocene. We call these the post-natural, the postsocial, and the post-political ontology of the Anthropocene. We begin by outlining what
characterizes each claim and continue by discussing how social inquiry may help to interpret,
and ultimately extend, the cultural, social and political assumptions they rest upon and
project. We contend that critical social engagement with the Anthropocene does not promise
any immediate solutions to contemporary environmental challenges. The research agenda
advanced in this paper is more likely to unsettle the Anthropocene and to pave the way for
competing understandings of the entangled relations between natural and social worlds.
Rather than leading astray, however, we argue that such interpretative multiplicity offers an
important alternative to the contemporary quest for integrated and solutions-oriented
environmental research (Future Earth, 2013). In order to facilitate the kind of political
mobilization required to meet the complex environmental challenges of our times, the social
sciences need to do more than ask which ‘products and services’ societal stakeholders need in
the transition to sustainability (Future Earth, 2014). A more pressing analytical task lies in
exposing and challenging the underlying cultural and social assumptions that inform how we
collectively makes sense of and respond to a changing environment. Only when extending the
conversation on the future of Earth to a broader set of knowledge traditions and communities
is it possible, we argue, to harness the critical potential of the Anthropocene and hereby
extend the realm of the possible for environmental politics. Herein lies a tremendous
opportunity for social science.

2 The advent of the Anthropocene
The Anthropocene is far from a settled concept. The growing number of publications on the
topic suggest that it is an idea in the making that has sparked diverse interdisciplinary
conversations on the state of the global environment, the direction of late capitalist society,
and the possibility of a self-contained, rational human subject (see, for instance, Steffen et al.,
2015; Malm and Hornborg, 2014; Wakefield, 2014). While the Anthropocene clearly has the
4
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potential to draw ‘the humanities and the natural and social sciences into dialogue in new and
exciting ways’ (Rose et al., 2012, p.4), the concept has its home in the environmental sciences
and is dominated by a persuasive science narrative of escalating human-induced
environmental change. Steffen et al. (2011a) trace the idea of a human dominated planet back
to early observations of human alterations of land and sea found in volumes such as George
Perkins Marsh’s The Earth as Modified by Human Action (1874), Eduard Seuss’ The Face of
the Earth (1906), and Vladimir Vernadsky’s Biosphere and Noosphere (1945). Long before
Nobel-prize winning chemist Paul Crutzen and biologist Eugene Stoermer coined the
Anthropocene concept in a global change newsletter in year 2000, the environmental
consequences of human activities such as land clearing, water usage and fossil fuel burning
were well documented and debated within the environmental sciences (Vitousek et al., 1997).
When integrated Earth System models were introduced and developed by international
science programs such as the International-Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP) in the late
1980s, these findings were compiled and aggregated into a global understanding of humaninduced environmental change (Uhrqvist and Lövbrand, 2014).
In the following we examine three ontological claims emerging from these coordinated
research efforts and that now form the ground for the scientific Anthropocene narrative. The
assumptions we make about this narrative rest upon a close reading of conference declarations
such as the Amsterdam Declaration on Global Change (2001) and the State of the Planet
Declaration (2012), as well as journal articles produced by leading proponents of the
Anthropocene concept such as Paul Crutzen, Will Steffen and Jan Zalasiewic. While the
significance and meaning of the Anthropocene remains contested and unsettled, we argue that
there is a distinct story emerging from the global environmental change research community
that is affecting how the conversation on the future of Earth currently is unfolding.

2.1 The post-natural ontology of the Anthropocene
The deep intertwining of natural and human systems is at the heart of the scientific
Anthropocene narrative (Oldfield et al., 2014). As clarified by Zalasiewic et al. (2010, p.
2228) the Anthropocene concept was coined in a time of ‘dawning realization that human
activity was indeed changing the Earth on a scale comparable with some of the major events
of the ancient past.’ In Stoermer’s and Crutzen’s pioneering paper from year 2000, climate
change emerges as the primary signal of the Anthropocene. The rising atmospheric
5
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concentrations of greenhouse gases resulting from human land use change and fossil fuel
burning here symbolize the ability of ‘civilized man’ to alter natural systems to the extent that
they cannot be considered ‘natural’ anymore. In other studies the strong human ‘footprint on
the planet’ (Vitousek et al., 1997) is attributed to land transformations through forestry and
agriculture, biodiversity loss through land clearing and the introduction of alien species, the
damming of rivers, the terraforming effects of the world’s megacities or the introduction of
information and geoengineering technologies (Steffen et al., 2004; Zalasiewic et al., 2010;
Galaz, 2014). Taken together these Anthropocene analyses suggest that humankind has
become a global scale force with the ability to fundamentally reshape the planet. The
dominant influence of humanity has pushed the Earth into a new geological era ‘when natural
forces and human forces are so intertwined that the fate of one determines the fate of the
other’ (Zalasiewic et al., 2010, p. 2231).
Barry et al. (2013) refer to this fusing together of human and non-human histories as the postnatural ontology of the Anthropocene. The ‘humanization’ of the natural environment implied
by the advent of the Anthropocene suggests a crossing of the human-nature divide inherited
from the Enlightenment era. In the Anthropocene, nature is domesticated, technologized and
capitalized to the extent that it can no longer be considered natural. As proclaimed by Crutzen
and Schwägerl (2011) ‘(i)t’s no longer us against “Nature”. Instead, it’s we who decide what
nature is and what it will be’. While this conquest of the natural world can be interpreted as
the epitome of human rationality and progress, the Anthropocene is not automatically ‘a
hyperbolic narrative of totalized humanity’ (Wakefield, 2014, p. 12). For many humanist
scholars ‘the Anthropocene is as much about the decentering of humankind as it is about our
rising geological significance’ (Clark, 2014, p. 25 italics in original). It is a concept that
emphasizes humanity’s material dependence, embodiment and fragility, and hereby invites us
to rethink long-held assumptions about the autonomous, self-sufficient human subject that
begins and ends with itself (Wakefield, 2014). Interestingly, however, leading advocates of
the Anthropocene concept have to date failed to take on board the ontological implications of
their proposed ‘age of man’. Although the Anthropocene is said to represent the ‘end of
nature’ (cf. McKibbin, 1989), an era when ‘nature is us’ (Crutzen and Schwägerl, 2011), the
scientific Anthropocene narrative continues to portray nature as an object external to society
with ‘natural’ limits and tipping points that can be discerned, quantified and managed with
some degree of scientific objectivity (Steffen et al. 2015). As a consequence, humankind is
both inserted into nature and re-elevated above it (Baskin, 2014, p. 4).
6
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We believe that the social sciences are well equipped to address this tension by further
socializing the Anthropocene concept. Across fields such as political ecology (e.g. Castree,
2014b), science and technology studies (STS) (Latour, 2004; Jasanoff, 2004), and gender
studies (Alaimo, 2010) social constructivist scholars have for some time critically interrogated
how sedimented representations of nature and society are constituted or co-produced as
hybrid nature-cultures. A central ontological assumption running across this diverse criticalinterpretative scholarship is that natures never come ready made. As suggested by Latour
(1993) nature will always be a ‘quasi-object’ that is real in a material sense, and yet
discursively narrated and socially mediated. From this interpretative horizon there is no
pristine or ‘natural’ nature against which the advent of the Anthropocene can be analyzed.
Nature is as much a socio-cultural phenomenon as a biophysical one that comes into being
and gains meaning through representational practices and technologies (Baldwin, 2003). The
question to ask about nature is thus not what it is or how it changes in an absolute or final
sense, but how it is enacted through scientific knowledge practices and with what material and
political effects.
Three epistemological implications flow from this more radical post-natural position that may
help to push the conversation on the future of Earth in new directions. First, the interpretative
social sciences insist that knowledge always is situated, embodied and contingent on precommitments and imaginaries of the future (Haraway, 1988). The needs, claims and actions
of the human observer are always inseparable from the social, cultural and material context in
which s/he is embedded. This means that unmediated representations of nature are as
unattainable as they are undesirable. In their place we find a reflexive and situated
epistemology that invites us to revisit who speaks for nature, what we mean by nature, and to
denaturalize what is given to us as natural (Castree, 2014b). Second, subject/object
distinctions break down. The repositioning of the knowing subject as a self-conscious part of
nature invites a constant reflection on the ethical assumptions that shape our
knowledge/value-commitments and those of others (Chilvers, 2013). It is through such
reflexivity that an attitude of humility can be fostered and room is made for the exercise of
wisdom, a long-treasured human virtue which brings together knowledge and action in
relational settings (Hulme, 2014).
Finally, a more radical post-natural scholarship is attentive to the material effects of particular
nature representations. In some STS debates, especially in the USA, the ‘co-production’
concept has been advanced to critically interrogate how ways of seeing and engaging with
7
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nature, often originating from the domains of science and technology, shape how the
environment is construed and acted upon in social and political life (Jasanoff, 2004). By
asking whose nature is being represented and what the material effects of such representations
are, this is a literature that has sought to de-naturalize the privileged gaze of science and
hereby open up for multiple ways of knowing and experiencing nature (Jasanoff and Martello,
2004; Litfin, 1997). To interpret and interrogate the possibilities of the Anthropocene from
this more radical post-natural perspective opens up a plurality of nature framings, knowledges
and cosmologies. Emphasis is placed on mapping and accounting for multiplicity as opposed
to producing stable accounts of environmental change everyone can rally behind (e.g. Hulme,
2010; Whatmore, 2009; Stirling, 2011).

2.2 The post-social ontology of the Anthropocene
The Anthropocene puts humans at the centre of global environmental change. It is a story of
‘the Anthropos’ that has conquered the planet and now is humanizing the natural environment
in dangerous and unforeseeable ways. The conception of humanity as a geological force that
is altering the ‘natural’ dynamics of the Earth is effectively outlined in the Amsterdam
Declaration on Global Change and the State of the Planet Declaration, jointly signed by the
chairs of the IGBP, the International Human Dimensions Programme on Global Enviromental
Change (IHDP), the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) and DIVERSITAS in
2001 and 2012 respectively. Reporting from several decades of coordinated global
environmental change research, the two conference declarations highlight how human-driven
changes to the Earth's land surface, oceans, coasts and atmosphere are cascading through the
Earth System in ways that now endanger the Earth’s environment and its inhabitants (Moore
et al., 2002). “Consensus is growing that we have driven the planet into a new epoch, the
Anthropocene, in which many Earth-system processes and the living fabric of ecosystems are
now dominated by human activities” (Brito and Stafford Smith, 2012). Given this emphasis
on the human dimensions of environmental change it is remarkable, and highly paradoxical,
that the resulting Anthropocene narrative to date has told us so little about societal dynamics
(Palsson et al., 2013; Malm and Hornborg, 2104). In the two conference declarations,
humankind emerges mainly as an interconnected subsystem to the larger Earth System, and as
such, a single force (of nature!), a generalised determinant of global change.

8
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In this paper we refer to this contracting of social diversity and difference into a single path
for humanity as the post-social ontology of the Anthropocene. As noted by Malm and
Hornborg (2014) the proposed ‘geology of mankind’ is not grounded in an analysis of social
relations, but in a naturalized and aggregated account of the human species. Luke (2009)
interprets this tendency to universalize ‘the human’ into a post-social category as an effect of
the prevailing quantitative metric in global environmental change research. In order to map,
monitor and ultimately manage human-induced environmental change, the diverse and
dynamic possibilities for different societies and economies are by necessity narrowed and
simplified. This interpretation is confirmed by several social scientists involved in global
environmental change research. O’Brien and Barnett (2013, p. 378), for instance, bear witness
of a certain orthodoxy with respect to the object of study and approach to knowledge within
international global change research institutions and programs. By framing environmental
change within the context of Earth System science, these institutions have fostered an
epistemology that is focused on understanding and predicting environmental changes through
integrated assessments and modelling studies. Whereas these efforts have increased the
understanding the biophysical processes underpinning a changing environment, O’Brien and
Barnett (2013, p. 381) note that ‘the social drivers and human consequences are often
overgeneralized (for example, in sweeping claims about impacts on women and the poor) or
deterministic (as in accounts of climate change forcing mass migration and warfare).’
We contend that a deeper involvement of the social sciences in the study of the Anthropocene
will help to overcome this post-social ontology. When embedding the Anthropocene in the
social fabric, the human drivers, motivations and implications of environmental change can
no longer be generalized, but will by necessity multiply. Numerous studies have illustrated
how global representations of environmental problems such as climate change are
complicated and challenged when they meet the local and every-day life of particular people
and places (Fogel, 2004; Liverman, 2009). After all, human beings are always and
everywhere embedded. Individuals, groups and organisations live in a world of biophysical
properties and material artefacts, but also in a socio-cultural world of meanings and
motivations (Jasanoff, 2010). People and social groups do not develop their own goals, values
and preferences apart from those that already exist in society, but in close relation to these. In
order to explore the dynamics and trajectory of the Anthropocene, we thus need to understand
the situated social drivers and implications of ‘human activities’ such as land-use change or
energy use, and the meanings and forms of political agency they produce at particular times.
9
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A socially embedded Anthropocene scholarship also acknowledges social and political
differentiation. Ever since Agarwal and Narain (1991) illustrated the inequalities embedded in
global representations of climate change, social scientists have insisted that we take seriously
the power relations that grant individuals, groups and communities different abilities to
challenge and break with entrenched socio-ecological arrangements (Jasanoff and Martello,
2004). As outlined by Baskin (2014, p. 8) the Indian subsistence farmer or the Peruvian slumdweller are clearly very differentially responsible for ecological devastation and planetary
overshoot than inhabitants of the rich world. Neither can their vulnerabilities be compared.
Malm and Hornborg (2014) draw upon the experiences of hurricane Katrina in black and
white neighbourhoods of New Orleans, and sea level rise in Bangladesh and the Netherlands,
to illustrate the uneven distribution of environmental risks and vulnerabilities across all scales
of human society. When linking environmental change to social categories such as class, race,
gender, power and capital we thus find that the challenges of the Anthropocene are far from
universal. Rather, they emerge from different socio-political settings, produce different kinds
of vulnerabilities and will therefore most likely generate different kinds of political responses
(Liverman, 2009; O’Brien and Barnett, 2013).

2.3 The post-political ontology of the Anthropocene
The Anthropocene has to date not been presented as a hopeful story of human development
and purpose. The dominant scientific narrative is rather one of urgency and crisis, with
deadlines to meet and tipping points beyond which interventions are ‘too late’. Steffen et al.
(2007), for instance, stage the Anthropocene as a state of exception when human resource
exploitation and degradation has become so pervasive and profound that it rivals some of the
great forces of nature. It is a dangerous and unpredictable age, we are told, when human
activities have pushed ‘the Earth System outside the stable environmental state of the
Holocene, with consequences that are detrimental or even catastrophic for large parts of the
world’ (Rockström et al., 2009, p. 472). While Crutzen and Stoermer originally linked this
new era to the industrial revolution in 18th Century Europe, Steffen et al. (2007) primarily
situate the Anthropocene in the post-World War II era when ‘the human enterprise switched
gear’. During this period the human population has grown faster than at any previous time in
history; industrialization has gained irresistible momentum; the world economy has expanded
in unexpected ways; transport and IT-technology has rapidly transformed mobility and human
connectivity (Steffen et al., 2007, p. 618). An unintended side-effect of this ‘great
10
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acceleration’ in social and economic development, so it is argued, is dramatic environmental
change which now threatens the planetary life-support systems upon which human civilization
depends (ibid).
In order to counter an immanent ecological catastrophe, leading Anthropocene advocates have
begun to define safe planetary boundaries beyond which the Earth System will no longer
function in a stable, Holocene-like state (Rockström et al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2015).
Interestingly, this invocation of biophysical limits for social and economic development is
seldom coupled with potent suggestions for social and political transformation (for an
interesting exception, see Dearing et al. 2014). The fundamental challenges to societal
organization posed by the Anthropocene are, paradoxically, to be countered by many of the
same institutions that have allowed the recent human conquest of the natural world. Among
the proposals for ‘Earth stewardship’ we find international expert institutions, carbon pricing
mechanisms, green technologies and international environmental treaties (Chapin et al., 2011;
Steffen et al., 2011b; Biermann, 2012). We refer to this paradoxical relationship between
environmental apocalyptic thought on the one hand, and institutional status quo on the other,
as the post-political ontology of the Anthropocene. Swyngedouw (2013) defines post-politics
as a socio-political arrangement that replaces ideological contestation and struggles by
techno-managerial planning. It is a condition where the articulation of divergent and
conflicting trajectories for socio-political development is replaced by a normative consensus
around common humanity-wide action in face of pending environmental catastrophe. When
disagreement is allowed, suggests Swyngedouw (2013), it is primarily with respect to the
choice of technologies, the detail of the managerial adjustments, and the urgency of their
timing and implementation.
This post-politics of environmental urgency, we argue, is closely related to the lack of critical
social and political analyses of the Anthropocene. When the complex environmental
challenges of our times are accounted for in aggregated terms, we lose sight of the situated
conflicts, warped distribution of wealth and unequal power relations that engine ‘the great
acceleration’. As a consequence, the space for political contestation, debate and reorientation
is also restricted. We believe that a deeper involvement of critical social science in global
environmental change research represents an important step out of this post-political situation.
Across fields such as political ecology, post-colonial studies and green political thought we
find many examples of critical, interpretative and normative social theorizing that seeks to
push the boundaries of environmental thought and policy practice (for examples, see Bradley
11
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and Hedrén, 2014; Death, 2013, Castree, 2013). While work in this field is diverse and
includes both post-capitalist, post-colonial and post-modern narratives, it shares the power of
imagination and the will to change. Instead of accepting the post-political formulation of
Anthropocene as ‘the apocalyptic end to all things’ (Dalby, 2013, p. 191), critical social
inquiry may both help do diagnose and destabilize dominant social-ecological arrangements
(e.g. ecological modernization, green growth, ecosystem services) and to open up
conversations on political alternatives. Merely analyzing other social-ecological futures does
not, of course, guarantee transgression of the ideologies, institutions and power relations that
bring about environmental change. Such analyzes can, however, make the impossible seem
possible and hereby push environmental politics in new and unexpected directions.

3. Extending the conversation on the future of Earth
The proposition that we have left the Holocene and entered into a new geological epoch fully
dominated by human activity is a challenging one that has paved the way for new forms of
research coordination and funding. In the State of the Planet Declaration we learn that ‘that
challenges facing a planet under pressure demand a new approach to research that is more
integrative, international and solutions-oriented’ (Brito and Stafford-Smith, 2012). In order to
account for the dynamics of the planetary life support system as a whole, environmental
scholars across the natural and social sciences are now asked to find new ways of
collaboration that make it possible to put the various pieces of the Earth System together in
innovative and incisive ways (Steffen et al., 2004, p. 32). The basic premise of this bridging
of research traditions, explain Ignacuik et al. (2012), is that no single discipline can
adequately account for the complex environmental challenges of our times. In order to fully
understand why and how the Earth’s environment is changing, and hereby foster adequate
policy responses the argument goes, coordinated appraisals of the Anthropocene are required.
A step in this direction was taken in 2001 when the Earth System Science Partnership (ESSP)
was established by the International Council of Science (ICSU). Responding to mounting
calls for coordinated Earth System research, the partnership reached out to the global change
research networks organized around the WCRP, IGBP, IHDP and DIVERSITAS and brought
about joint research projects and agendas. In time for the UN Conference on Sustainable
Development in Rio de Janeiro (Rio +20) in summer 2012, the ESSP transitioned into a more
institutionalized program for integrated Earth System research called Future Earth. Whereas
12
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scientific integration and coordination remain lead motifs of this new research program,
policy relevance has surfaced as an equally important mandate. In order to effectively address
the urgent environmental challenges of our times, Future Earth seeks to co-design solutions
with societal stakeholders and hereby begin the transition to global sustainability (Future
Earth, 2013, p. 10).
In this quest for coordinated and solutions-oriented environmental research, Future Earth has
called for a deeper involvement of the social sciences. Scholars across political science,
human geography, sociology and economics are today asked to align with global
environmental change research agendas and hereby participate more fully in the strong and
immediate commitment ‘to actions that reduce the known risks to Earth’s life support system’
(Stafford-Smith et al., 2012, p. 5; Palsson et al., 2013). In the following we outline three entry
points to this collaborative endeavor for the critical and interpretative social sciences. While
we insist that critical social inquiry has much to offer (and learn from) global environmental
change research, the research agenda advocated here does not strive for integrated accounts of
the Anthropocene nor will it offer any immediate solutions to the pressing environmental
challenges of the day. A more important role for the social sciences, we argue, is to harness
the critical potential of the Anthropocene and hereby create opportunities to reason differently
about the future of Earth.

3.1 Radicalize the post-natural
Firstly we contend that a critical Anthropocene research agenda invites a serious engagement
with the epistemological implications of a post-natural ontology. The advent of a truly
entangled socio-physical nature emerges as a reason to radically challenge and rethink the
possibility and desirability of unified scientific accounts of environmental change, and to
experiment with multiple and situated ways of seeing and acting upon the hybrid world that
we now inhabit. We recognize that the proposed research agenda of Future Earth takes steps
in this direction through its focus on co-production and co-design. By aligning environmental
research agendas with the knowledge needs of societal user groups, Future Earth aims to push
the global environmental change community towards more transparent, salient and solutionsoriented forms of knowledge (Future Earth 2013, p. 21). According to the initial design
document of Future Earth (2013), this effort to open up the research process to stakeholders
across the public, private and voluntary sectors is driven by a desire to deliver the knowledge
13
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that society needs to address the complex environmental problems of our times. While the
ambition to close the gap between knowledge and action certainly is an important one, we
contend that this should not be the only (or even primary) role for the social sciences in the
continued study of the Anthropocene. A more radical interpretation of the co-production
concept suggests that we also need to foster research that critically interrogates how
established nature concepts and problem representations come about, how they are maintained
by networks of influence and, ultimately, how they condition the kinds of solutions that are
deemed necessary at particular times.
The questions posed by the ‘end of nature’ are hereby both epistemological and political. A
radical post-natural scholarship will by necessity challenge the modern concept of Nature as a
pure, singular and stable domain that can be accounted for through systemic observation and
scientific explanation (Lorimer, 2012). By cultivating an epistemology that situates
environmental research in relation to its social and material setting, the social sciences may
instead help to illustrate that what counts as nature and natural is historically and culturally
contingent and therefore subject to change. Many critical scholars insist that such conceptual
critique is necessary in order to resist the modernist dream of mastery as well as an
environmentalist recourse to nature as a source of moral value and ethical instruction
(Wapner, 2014). To acknowledge the impossibility of unmediated representations of
environmental problems may also open up conversations on the future of Earth to alternative
ways of seeing and living with nature, embedded in local cultural practices and knowledgemaking traditions (Hulme, 2010). The possibilities of such conversations are currently
explored and debated in relation to the design of the Intergovernmental Platform for
Biological Diversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) (Beck et al., 2012). In these debates
scholars have pointed at the opportunities of connecting organized global biodiversity
knowledge to local scales of meaning (Turnhout et al. 2012).
To devise research agendas and expert institutions that allow local knowledge holders to
rename, reclaim and redefine environmental research is, of course, a challenging task that
does not promise better or more complete understandings of environmental change. Haraway
(1988) reminds us that the vision of the less powerful by no means is innocent. To experiment
with multiple knowledge-ways should instead be approached as a critical practice that may
help to contextualize the formation of environmental knowledge in relation to power relations,
and hereby foster reflection on whose knowledge that defines, shapes, and names the world
(Tuhiwai Smith, 1999).
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3.2 Highlight social diversity and difference
Secondly, we suggest that a critical Anthropocene research agenda will resist unified accounts
of ‘the human’ and instead work to situate people and social groups in the rich patterns of
cultural and historical diversity ‘that make us into who we are’ (Rose et al., 2012, p. 2). In
order to foster environmental research that is attentive to ‘space, place, politics, power and
culture’ (O’Brien, 2013, p. 593) it is important, we argue, to question the globalizing instinct
of standardized research templates and integrated research questions. Attempts to account for
the human signal in the Earth System through integrated assessments and modeling studies
may indeed be driven by a genuine concern for the planetary life support system as a whole.
However, they run the risk of producing an empty view of humanity that tells us little about
the lived experiences, fears, vulnerabilities, ideas and motivations of real people, in real
places. Environmental scholars across the social sciences have for long illustrated how ‘the
global view’ of environmental research renders human beings invisible, both as agents and
victims of environmental destruction (Litfin, 1997; Jasanoff, 2010). ‘In short, the
Anthropocene reveals the power of humans, but it conceals who and what is powerful and
how that power is enacted’ (Baskin, 2014, p. 8).
To question the homogenizing effects of scientific integration and coordination, we argue, is
an important step in the reengagement with the Anthropocene as a multiple object with
different meanings and unequal consequences for particular places and social groups. The
social research agenda proposed here will thus challenge representations of environmental
problems that are ‘remote or detached from the diverse geographies of personal or collective
history and culture’ (Hulme, 2010, p. 5). The advent of the Anthropocene may indeed be a
common concern of humankind, but can never be addressed at ‘the species level’ (Dalby,
2013). In order to render the concept meaningful, we need to examine how a changing
environment is interpreted, lived and enacted across multiple socio-political contexts and tied
to non-material values such as identity, inclusion, and belonging (O’Brien and Barnett, 2013,
p. 382). For example, glaciers and forests should be understood not solely in terms of mass
balances or carbon budgets, but also in relation to their local cultures and histories
(Cruikshank, 2001; Fogel, 2004). This is an important analytical task if we are to understand
the many, and often conflicting, social divers, impacts, risks of and responses to
environmental change. To recognize that people’s experiences of nature differ may help us to
reposition ‘the human’ as a heterogeneous social and political subject and hereby re-connect
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the Anthropocene to ‘the realm of immediacy where meaningful action is possible and most
likely to be effective’ (Litfin, 1997, p. 38).

3.3 Reintroduce the political
Finally, the Anthropocene research agenda advocated here approaches the recent ‘geology of
mankind’ as an opportunity to rethink the political and hereby challenge the managerial
impulse of integrated global environmental research. Instead of accepting the scientific
staging of the Anthropocene as a planetary emergency and shared humanitarian cause beyond
political dispute (Rockström et al., 2014), a critical social analysis of the Anthropocene helps
us to rethink engagements with natures (in the plural) as political acts that can yield very real
ideological effects (Baldwin, 2003). We agree with Swyngedouw that the apocalyptic
vocabulary of the scientific Anthropocene narrative calls for a profound re-scripting of nature
in political terms. ‘The question is not any longer about bringing environmental issues into the
domain of politics as has been the case of now but rather about how to bring the political into
the environment’ (Swyngedouw, 2013, p. 2).
To re-politicize the Anthropocene, we argue, means fostering a vibrant public space where
manifold and divergent socio-ecological relations and nature concepts can be exposed and
debated. In order to enable such constructive politics of the environment, environmental
scholars need to demonstrate that the Anthropocene is not the end of politics. As proclaimed
by Dalby (2013, p. 191) ‘(t)he Anthropocene isn’t the terminal phase, it’s the next phase!’ We
believe that the social sciences can help to open up new possibilities for environmental debate
by illustrating that there is nothing foundational in nature that needs, demands or requires
sustaining (Swyngedouw 2014, p. 28). Rather than maintaining the ideal of a ‘natural’ or
‘sustainable’ nature that can give us guidance on how to conduct our collective lives (Wapner,
2014), it is important to ask critical questions about the kinds of environments we wish to
inhabit and the kinds societies we want to produce. For such new social arrangements to
materialize, the social sciences need to cultivate political thought that extends beyond ‘the
products and services’ demanded by societal stakeholders in the transition to sustainability
(Future Earth, 2014). ‘Imaginative breakthroughs’ and ‘effective solutions’ that match the
complexity of contemporary environmental problems (Stafford-Smith et al., 2012) will not
primarily derive from solutions-oriented environmental research. More promising and urgent,
we argue, are efforts to open conceptual and political space where a diversity of green
16
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diagnoses, comprehensions and problematizations can be debated and contested (Bradley and
Hedrén, 2014, p. 4).

4. Conclusions
The Anthropocene is a rich, potent and challenging concept that now is engaged with across
diverse academic fields. In this paper we have primarily discussed interpretations emerging
from the global environmental change research community. While this diverse
interdisciplinary scholarship does not easily speak with one voice, we have argued that the
recent strive to integrate and coordinate environmental research agendas has resulted in a
distinct scientific narrative that now is shaping conversations on the future of Earth. Central to
this Anthropocene narrative is the claim that humankind has become a global scale force with
the ability to fundamentally reshape the planet. In a time when the human imprint is
everywhere, we have learned that nature is ‘being anthroposized at high speed’ (Crutzen and
Schwägerl, 2011).
Whereas the scientific Anthropocene narrative mobilizes ample empirical evidence of this
proclaimed ‘end of nature’, we have argued that it is not followed by an equally thorough reconceptualization of the hybrid world we now inhabit. Rooted in a quantitative and positivist
research paradigm, the dominant story continues to reproduce nature as an object external to
society that is possible to know, monitor and manage from afar. This ‘ontological priority of
nature’ (Wapner 2014, p. 38) is coupled with an equally naturalized view of humankind. By
imagining ‘the Anthropos’ as a singular geological force – a unitary subsystem to the larger
Earth System – leading advocates of the Anthropocene concept have drawn ‘the human’ into
nature but failed to account for ‘the multiplicity and unequal social values, relations, and
practices of power that accompany actual humans’ (Baskin 2014, p. 8). This tendency to
downplay the social dynamics of environmental change does not only lead to generalized and
disembodied accounts of human agency. It also runs the risk of producing a post-political
narrative that invites techno-managerial planning and expert administration at the expense of
democratic debate and contestation.
We believe the social sciences are well equipped to push the idea of the Anthropocene in new
and more productive directions. Interpretation, differentiation and re-politicization represent
central traits of this next generation of Anthropocene scholarship, in which a plurality of
actors are welcomed to deconstruct established frames of the planet and its inhabitants and to
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experiment with new ones. It is promising to note that conversations of this kind now are
unfolding in diverse academic settings. Across the humanities and social sciences, scholars
are adopting the Anthropocene concept to raise critical questions on environmental politics,
culture, identity and ethics. It remains to be seen to what extent these questions will inform
the global environmental research that currently is developed and institutionalized by Future
Earth. Efforts to extend the conversation on the future of Earth to new knowledge traditions
and communities means that established research institutions and networks will have to revisit
their ontological and epistemological commitments and be ready to experiment with new
ones. This is an uncomfortable and challenging task that is unlikely to foster any immediate
responses to the knowledge demands from societal stakeholders. Constructive exchange
across scholarly pursuits involves a sustained interrogation of, and reflexive sensibility to,
taken-for-granted assumptions of just what is at stake in the Anthropocene.
Rather than leading astray, we have in this paper argued that such interdisciplinary
interventions offer a necessary complement to the contemporary quest for integrated and
solutions-oriented environmental research. In order to turn the Anthropocene into a critical
event and a compelling story of social change, it is important to revisit and debate the cultural
and social assumptions that inform how we collectively make sense of and respond to a
changing environment. While grounded in interpretative-analytical critique, the research
agenda outlined in this paper is thus intended as a constructive project that will broaden the
range of reflexively engaged roles available to the social sciences in the continued study of
nature’s and society’s entanglement.
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